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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like end of semester hall meetings.

Monday- Show me the Meme!

by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

And now, the commendable
conclusion of Walker Pool of
Purple!
“The Iron Staff Wielding Men!”
the professor cries out. The
three men climb out of the Pool
of the Walkerrunners, the glowing water evaporating off their
armor.

91 year old sells suicides kits.
Don’t get mad, get GLADD

The Chap!
By Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

A condition caused by none other than by the winds of the Keweenaw
Peninsula, the MTU student body is experiencing the severity of dun dun
dun…CHAPPED LIPS. Symptoms of the conditions contain: the lips being
dry, red and swollen, small cracks, and peeling of the skin. Side effects
include being a complete dumb ass, and wallowing in self-pity, unpleasant
growths in unpleasant places.
The condition is said to be seriously painful and potentially life-threatening.
Researchers have found that Chap Stick or Lip Balm, a small tube of oily
shit, has been known to reduce side effects and calm the irritation. We
have ultimately accepted that at MTU there will never be a 100% cure for
the condition. This afternoon in Fisher hall I watched a girl frantically run in
tears after reaching in her pocket to find that she had actually forgotten her
chap stick at home. Are you fucking kidding me, Napoleon Dynamite? Jeez.
Causes of chapped lips vary from person-to-person. Theoretically freshman girls get the chap when they say ironically stupid shit, or from…well
there’s no need to go there. The chap is common among gingers who
have tried to suck the soul from passers-by - the ginger lips are not capable
of fighting off the chap.
Home remedies for chapped lips include: quit bitching, maple syrup,
Vaseline, ear wax, yellow snow, being quiet, elimination of oranges forever
and always, incarceration of Little Wayne & Justin Bieber, a play on words
more than five times a day, playing tuba, chlorine water and Swiss cake
rolls. The choice is yours.
Oh ya, and too all the haters….May the Chap be with you.

“Meet Iron Staff Wielding Man
One, Two, and Three,” Empress
Fajita pats the back of one of
the men, presumably Iron Staff
Wielding Man Two. “These great
warriors will be the leaders of
the Purple Vest People Revolution! In two years--”

“Fool!” the Empress shouts.
“How dare you disrespect the
culture of these fine gentlemen!
In the language of Planet Far Disconnected from Earth Yet Still
Has People Similar to Humans
each of their names is unique
and completely representative
of their personality.”
With a growl one of the men
lowers his staff and from it fires
a bolt of green goo. This completely dissolves your head
and concludes this thrilling,
shocking, and full of plot-twists
episode of Create your own
Future: Walker Pool of Purple!

You find the Empress’ speech
to be, well... cliché and a
waste of time. Speak up and
admit the obvious (Go to
A) or quietly toss the Sonic
i>Clicker over to the professor? (Go to B).

(B) “--and then once the government is reformed into a
twelve part matrix with exactly
24 political parties--” As the
speech continues, you slide the
i>Clicker over to the professor
who until now was cheerfully intent on the Empress.

(A) “Really? How more bland
and obviously too lazy to think
of actual names can those Iron
Staff Wielding Men have?” you
ask with a grin.

“Please do send me a PDF of this
fine soliloquy, as I would love
to blog about my opinions later
tonight,” the peppy professor
interrupts.
...see Walken on sunshine on back
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...from Walken on Sunshine on front

With a laugh, the professor
jumps from his bonds and fires
a wave of pink energy from the
Sonic i>Clicker. As the villains
struggle to stand, the professor
unlocks your bindings. You both
jump up to the center of the
room while the professor waves
the i>Clicker around at the fallen
offenders.
“My turn for a monologue! Now,
you Iron Staff Men shall return
through the portal pool to your
world. Then we shall bury this
magical pool. But before I spend
more of my life’s savings on locking up yet another ancient device used by evil doers to do
evil things, Empress Fajita and
your Purple Vest Guys will report
to the police, I do believe they
have nice cold, iron bared cells
for you to rot in.” the professor
said.
As the Purple Vest Guys stand
and surrender and the Iron Staff
Wielding Men reluctantly inch
towards the pool, Empress Fajita
stands her ground.
“Do you really expect me to believe that your Sonic i>Clicker
can actually hurt us? You petty
professor! I’ve seen enough of
that one crappy British show
to know that sonic weapons
can’t actually hurt people.” Fajita
barks, stating an opinion that is
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“You call it crappy, yet you have
seen enough to understand the
workings of a minor plot device in the show?” the professor mocks, “As a matter of fact,
that show is by far the greatest
show on television! It’s witty, full
of horror and adventure, stars a
sexy and attractive cast, and is
produced by some of the best
people in the business! In fact--”
“Hold your bickering!” the professor’s absolutely true and patriotic American statement about
a British TV show is severed by a
Purple Vest Man in the corner of
the room. In his arms, struggling,
is your teacher, Nancy Grimm.
Your final choice of the day!
Save the teacher? (Go to D) or
try to defend the honor of Britain’s finest TV show (Go to C).
(C) “The Doctor is by far--” you
continue on boasting about
how much you love the British
phenomenon. Doing so gets
the teacher killed. This sends
you into a spiraling depression
of guilt and resentment towards
British TV. Eventually you die
from irrational hate of Doctors
and this story ends, bitterly.
(D) You realize that the sexy
writer is running out of word
space in this article, so you grab
the i>Clicker from the professor
and push all the buttons at once.
BOOM! A rainbow sonic explosion blasts through the room
killing everything but you, the
professor and Dr. Grimm. As the
room implodes, you all escape
to the ground floor of Walker.
After a scolding from your kind
teacher, the mysterious professor pulls you aside.
“Well
done,
______
__________. Your use of a deus
ex machina has saved the day.
Hopefully next time we meet a
more thought provoking ending

comes out of our adventure.”
With a POOF! the professor disappears, and
you continue studying
hard and participate
in all the on-campus
events at Michigan
Tech.
Thanks for reading
our first three part
episode of “Choose
your own Future” by
Kyle Roe! Feel free to
give feedback on our
Facebook page, or via
email us so the next
episode can be more
hilarious and worthy
of your read! Stay
Peachy.

One of these might have come in really handy,
wouldn’t it, reader?

Ho Ho Who? A Mad Lib

By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Weather: _______________________
Vehicle: _______________________
Feeling: _______________________
Outfit: _______________________
Type of Gift (noun): _______________________
Authority Figure: _______________________
Bad Gift: _______________________
Facial Expression: _______________________
Every year, around the time _______________________
(weather) becomes a daily thing, a great and jolly man rides
his

_______________________

(vehicle)

all

across

the

world. His mission: to spread _______________________
(feeling) to all the boys and girls. The jolly old man, wearing

his

famous

_______________________

(outfit),

brings _______________________ (feeling) by dropping
_______________________ (type of gift) into every household’s chimney. But be warned! Only good boys and girls get
the wonderful _______________________ (type of gift) from
the jolly man in his _______________________ (outfit). Children
who do not obey their _______________________ (authority
figure) get nothing but coal, _______________________ (bad
gift), and Justin Bieber posters. So this holiday season, make sure
to _______________________(facial expression) or you might
wake up to find coal and a horrible pop singer in your stockings.

